
18 Laminine (30-count) boxes
20 Laminine brochures 
2 Laminine (30-count) boxes FREE

Sell the Laminine at the suggested retail price and earn up to $200 Retail Profit.

Potential earnings over $800 advance to Premier*

*You can receive Premier Benefits for 60 days. In order to get paid as Premier, you need to enroll 6 IBOs or enroll 
3 Builders. Continue to receive Premier Benefits beyond 60 days by enrolling 4 more IBOs (totaling 10 IBOs) or 
2 more builders (totaling 5 Builders).

THE EDGE PACK - $599

RETAIL PROFIT

POTENTIAL EARNINGS

1st  Generation = $100

2nd Generation = $75
Earning Advantages will continue for all repeated orders of this promotion by your 
1st and 2nd generation enrollees. To receive this Edge Bonus, an IBO must be active and 

current with the Monthly Personal Volume requirement.

2GENERATIONAL 
EARNING 
ADVANTAGE

$599

$599

YOU
$599

$599 $599

$599 $599$599 $599

YOU
$599

$100
x       2
=$200

$75
x       4
=$300

$500!
EARNING

ADVANTAGE
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TERMS & CONDITIONS
LifePharm reserves the right to edit the content of The Edge & Edge 
Plus/Edge Plus Eco and Career Pack Promotions at any given time.

To receive The Edge, Edge Plus/Edge Plus Eco and Career Pack Bonus, 
an IBO must be active and current with the monthly Personal Volume 
requirement.

The details provided on this document are ONLY an example of what 
an IBO can receive for his/her potential earnings. LifePharm does not 
guarantee earnings.

IBOs who purchase any of these promotions have until the end of the 
promotion period to fulfill the requirements to meet eligibility for the 
promotion benefits.

Results not typical. LifePharm does not guarantee incoming and 
all commissions and bonuses are based on IBOs meeting specific 
activity and performance requirement.

$10 Retail Profit per bottle $200 Retail Profit potential

=

Retail customers
$10$10 $10$10$10 $10$10$10 $10

YOU
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$11991st  Generation = $250

2nd Generation = $200

3rd Generation = $100

3GENERATIONAL 
EARNING 
ADVANTAGE

Earning Advantages will continue for all repeated orders of this promotion by your 
1st, 2nd  and 3rd generation enrollees. To receive this Edge Plus/Edge Plus Eco Bonus, 
an IBO must be active and current with the Monthly Personal Volume requirement.

$1199

$1199

YOU
$1199

$1199 $1199

$1199 $1199$1199 $1199

$1199 $1199 $1199 $1199$1199 $1199 $1199 $1199

YOU
$1199

$250
x       2
=$500

$200
x       4
=$800

$100
x       8
=$800

$2100!
EARNING

ADVANTAGE

36 Laminine (30-count) boxes
20 Laminine brochures 
4 Laminine (30-count) boxes FREE

9 Laminine (120-count) bottles
20 Laminine brochures 
1 Laminine (120-count) bottle FREE

THE EDGE PLUS PACK - $1,199

THE EDGE PLUS ECO PACK - $1,199

TERMS & CONDITIONS
LifePharm reserves the right to edit the content of The Edge & Edge 
Plus/Edge Plus Eco and Career Pack Promotions at any given time.

To receive The Edge, Edge Plus/Edge Plus Eco and Career Pack Bonus, 
an IBO must be active and current with the monthly Personal Volume 
requirement.

The details provided on this document are ONLY an example of what 
an IBO can receive for his/her potential earnings. LifePharm does not 
guarantee earnings.

IBOs who purchase any of these promotions have until the end of the 
promotion period to fulfill the requirements to meet eligibility for the 
promotion benefits.

Sell the Laminine at the suggested retail price and earn up to $400 Retail Profit.

$10 Retail Profit 
per bottle

The Edge Plus The Edge Plus Eco

$40 Retail Profit 
per bottle

$400 Retail Profit 
potential

$400 Retail Profit 
potential

= =

RETAIL PROFIT

Retail customers
$10$10 $10$10$10 $10$10$10 $10

YOU

Retail customers
$40$40 $40$40$40 $40$40$40 $40

YOU

Potential earnings over $2,700 advance to Premier*

*You can receive Premier Benefits for 60 days. In order to get paid as Premier, you need to enroll 4 IBOs or enroll 
2 Builders. Continue to receive Premier Benefits beyond 60 days by enrolling 6 more IBOs (totaling 10 IBOs) or 3 
more builders (totaling 5 Builders).

POTENTIAL EARNINGS

Results not typical. LifePharm does not guarantee incoming and 
all commissions and bonuses are based on IBOs meeting specific 
activity and performance requirement.
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$13991st  Generation = $300

2nd Generation = $200

3rd Generation = $100

3GENERATIONAL 
EARNING 
ADVANTAGE

Earning Advantages will continue for all repeated orders of this promotion by your 
1st, 2nd  and 3rd generation enrollees. To receive this Career Pack Bonus, an IBO must 

be active and current with the Monthly Personal Volume requirement.

$1399

$1399

YOU
$1399

$1399 $1399

$1399 $1399$1399 $1399

$1399 $1399 $1399 $1399$1399 $1399 $1399 $1399

YOU
$1399

$300
x       2
=$600

$200
x       4
=$800

$100
x       8
=$800

$2200!
EARNING

ADVANTAGE

17 OMEGA+++ (30-count) boxes
25 Laminine (30-count) boxes 
20 Laminine brochures 
20 OMEGA+++ brochures 
20 Opportunity brochures
3 OMEGA+++ (30-count) boxes FREE 
5 Laminine (30-count) boxes FREE

CAREER PACK - $1,399

TERMS & CONDITIONS
LifePharm reserves the right to edit the content of The Edge & Edge 
Plus/Edge Plus Eco and Career Pack Promotions at any given time.

To receive The Edge, Edge Plus/Edge Plus Eco and Career Pack Bonus, 
an IBO must be active and current with the monthly Personal Volume 
requirement.

The details provided on this document are ONLY an example of what 
an IBO can receive for his/her potential earnings. LifePharm does not 
guarantee earnings.

IBOs who purchase any of these promotions have until the end of the 
promotion period to fulfill the requirements to meet eligibility for the 
promotion benefits.

Sell the Laminine and OMEGA+++ at the suggested retail price and earn up to $500 Retail Profit.

$10 Retail Profit per bottle $500 Retail Profit potential

=

RETAIL PROFIT

Retail customers
$10$10 $10$10$10 $10$10$10 $10

YOU

Potential earnings over $3,100 advance to Premier*

*You can receive Premier Benefits for 60 days. In order to get paid as Premier, you need to enroll 4 IBOs or enroll 
2 Builders. Continue to receive Premier Benefits beyond 60 days by enrolling 6 more IBOs (totaling 10 IBOs) or 3 more 
builders (totaling 5 Builders).

POTENTIAL EARNINGS

Results not typical. LifePharm does not guarantee incoming and 
all commissions and bonuses are based on IBOs meeting specific 
activity and performance requirement.


